Exciting New Directions!

RIOLIS is proud to present
our autumn collection of
diamond mosaic kits

Autumn 2018
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The diamond mosaic is an exciting pastime for people of all ages. You could create a bright diamond picture
by yourself or with your children. It will be easy to make such kind of painting with all necessary stuff that the kit contains.
As with the embroidery, the process will be fun and cheer you up.

Small size kit includеs:

Large size kit includеs:

1. Cover

1. Cover

2.	Complete
Instructions in EN,
FR, ES, DE, IT, RU

2.	Complete
Instructions in EN,
FR, ES, DE, IT, RU

3.	Square Resin
Diamonds

3.	Square Resin
Diamonds

4.	Color Printed
Fabric

4.	Color Printed
Fabric

5.	Tweezers
in PVC case

5.	Tweezers
in PVC case

6.	Triangular
Craft Tray

6.	Triangular
Craft Tray and Wax

7.	Stylus and Wax

7.	Stylus, Craft tray

8.	Ziplock bags

8.	Ziplock bags

9.	Sticker with
symbols for beads
numbers

9.	Sticker with
symbols for beads
numbers
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Kits for beginners!

RIOLIS guarantees
the finest quality –
each design was carefully
created by our talented
professional artists
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We have chosen
the very best designs
from the world famous
RIOLIS collection
Square diamonds
allow for complete
canvas coverage

The result is
a vibrant image
with intense coloration

Full
coverage

This new art form is growing in
popularity around the world
and is an exciting pastime for
adults and young people alike.

Square
diamonds

From our most talented
professional artists

Easy to
complete

Any part of the present catalogue
can’t be transferred or copied in any form
without written permission of RIOLIS.
NOT FOR SALE

RIOLIS projects may be
beautifully embroidered but now
you can also recreate our award
winning designs with unique
shimmering diamonds.
Applying the diamonds is
a simple and relaxing process
so choose your favorite design
and have fun completing
your new masterpiece.
Enjoy your creative journey!

Quality time for
the entire family
www.riolis.com
salesteam@riolis.com
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